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cxclusion, opcl) with wol(;<ltIIing or irrtlrrsiorr, lxrr:liw:u'tl willr irlrrrrrr or'

anguish.
I'or Bode, the source of human movement lay in the visccrzrl rhytlrrrr

which was itself a result of the cosmic rhythm. "Mcntal aspccts"
(voluntary acts) disturb the original purity by channeling thc narunrl
flow but once the ego lets go (as it must be made to do!), the flow
returns to its instinctual, rhythmic nature. This rhythm, in spite oI
its cosmic origin, he posited to be of the individual-but only whcrr
unimpeded by acts of the ego. (He does not resolve this contradic-
tion.) The natural form of movement, he proposes, reflects one's
inner (visceral) tempo and involves actively the centre of gravity.

Even granting their assumptions about the nature of man, these
theories do not stand up to the scrutiny of logic. Bxperimental findings
give them no support either. And yet . . . for those who have thought
about their own experience of moving, these theories have about them
a tantalising "rightness"-11e impact of intuited knowledge.
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THE ELEMENTS OF SPORT*
BBnN;rnu Surrs

I would like to advance the thesis that the elements of spori are
essentially-although perhaps not totally-the same as the elements
of game. I shall first propose an account of the elements of game-
playing, then comment on the relation of game to sport, and finally
suggest that the resulting view of sport has an important bearin.g on
the question as to whether sport is or is not serious.

*An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Third International S1,rn-
posium on the Sociology of Sport, University of Waterloo, August, 1971.
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,I'IIU DI,IiIII,N'I'S O}- GAME
Sirrr t: glrrnt:s rrrr: .qoal-dirccted activities which involve choice, ends

.rn(l nr('iuri lrrc two of the elements of games. But in addition to being
rrr,:rrrs-cr)d oricntccl activities, games are also rule-governed activities,
,r llurt nrlcs are a third element. And since, as we shall see, the rules

,,1 r,;rrrrcs make up a rather special kind of rule, it will be necessary
l, l;1lig account of one more element, namely, the attitudes of game-
Irl:ryt:rs qua game-players. I add "qua game-players,, because I do
rr.l nrean what might happen to be the attitude of this or that game

Irl:r),r:r under these or those conditions (e.g., the hope of winning a
, :rslr prize or the satisfaction of exhibiting physical prowess to an ad-
rrri.inq audience), but the attitude without which it is not possible
t. play a game. Ldt us call this attitude, of which more presently,
tlrc. lu,sory (from the Latinludus, game) attitude.

N{y task will be to persuade you that what I have called the lu"sory
:rltitude is the element which unifies the other elements into a single
l'.rmula which successfully states the necessary and sufficient condi-
lions for any activity to be an instance of game-playing. I propose,
(hen, that the elements of game are (1) the goal, (2) means for
rrr:hieving the goal, (3) rules, and (4) lusory attitude. I shall briefly
tliscuss each of these in order.

The GoaI
We should notice first of all that there are three distinguishable

soals involved in game-playing. Thus, if we were to ask a lone dis-
tance runner his purpose in entering a race, he might say any one
or all of three things, each of which would be accurate, appropriate,
and consistent with the other two. He might reply (1 ) that his pur-
pose is to participate in a long distance race, or (2 ) that his purpose
is to win the race, or (3) that his purpose is to cross the finish line
ahead of the other contestants. It should be noted that these responses
are not merely three different formulations of one and the same pur-
pose. Thus, winning a race is not the same thing as crossing a finish
line ahead of the other contestants, since it is possible to do the latter
unfairly by, for example, cutting across the infield. Nor is participat-
ing in the race the same as either of these, since the contestant, lvhile
fully participating, may simply fail to cross the finish line first, either by
fair means or foul. That there must be this triplet of goars in games
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will lrc:t(:(:()uI)l(:(l for lly tlrc wlry irr wlrit'lr lusor.1,:Lttifrrrlr: is r.cllttccl
to rules and rncans. I"or the rrlolncnt, howcvcr, it will lrc dcsirzrble
to select just one of the three kinds of goal for considcration, namely,
the kind illustrated in the present example by crossing the finish line
ahead of the other contestants. This goal is literally the simprest of the
three goals, since each of the other goals presupposes it, whereas it
does not presllppose either of the other two. This goal, therefore, has
the best claim to Lre regarded as an elementary component of game-
playing. The others, since they are compounded components, can
be defined only after the disclosure of additional elements.

The kind of goal at issue, then, is the kind illustrated by crossing
a finish Iine first (but not necessarily fairly), having x number of
tricks piled up before you on a bridge table (but not necessarily as a
consequence of playing bridge), or getting a golf ball into a cup (but
not necessarily by using a golf club). lfhis kind of goal may be de-
scribed generally as a specific achieuable state o{ affairs. T'his clescrip-
tion is, I believe, no more and no less than is required. By omitting to
say how the state of affairs in question is to be brought about, it avoids
confusion between this goal and the goal of winning. And because
any achievable state of affairs whatever could, with suflficient in-
genuity, be made the goal of a game, the description does not include
too much. I suggest that this liind of qoal ire called the pre-lusory
goal of a {rame, because it can be described before, or independently
of, any game of which it may be, or come to be, a part. trn contrast,
the goal of winning can be describcd only in terrns of the game in
which it fiuures, and winning may accordinely be caltred the lusory
goal of a game . (It is tempting to call what I have called the pre-lusory
goal the goal in a game and the lusory coal the goal of a game, but
the practice of philosophers like J. L. Austin has, I believe, suf-ficientry
illustrated the hazards of trying to make prepositions carry a load cf
meaning which can much better be bornc by adjectives and nouns.)
Finally, the goal of participating in the game is not, strictly speaking,
a part of the game at ail. It it sirnply onc of thc goals that people have,
such as wealth, glory, or security. As such it may be called a lusory
goal, but a lusory goal of life rather than of sames.

Means

Just as we saw that reference to the goal of game-playing was sus-

c ep tibre o f three g'o.1,"", 
! lT " ryT":: i ;:"fi:"":l,xllT ii il'",T;

so we shall find that the means m games (

kind of thing; two, in fact, depending upon whether rve wish to refer

to means for win"i"g ;;'g;;t o' flt achieving the pre-lusory goal'

Thus, an extremely Jmttti"'t way to achieve the pre-lusory goal in a

boxing match-viz., the state oi affairs consisting in your opponent

being tlown for the t"""t oI ten-is to.shoot him through the head'

but this is obviously not a means to winning the match' In games'

of course, we are interested only in means which are permittecl for

winning, and we are nolu in a position to define that class of means'

which we may call l'usory *tutt'' Lusory means are means which

ur. p.r*i,"d (are legul or legitimate) in the attempt to achieve pre-

lusory goals. Thus u itttt player may ls: foot or head' but not hand'

inhiseffortstouthit"thot'tuttofaffairswhereintheballisinthc
goal. And a player who does not confine himself to lusory means may

not be said to win, even if he achieves the pre-lusory goal. 
.But 

achieve-

ment of the lusory gool, *i"'i'g' "qoitu' 
that the player confine

himself to lusory *Ju"','so that confinement to lusory means is a

necessary (but of course not a sufllcient) condition for winning'

It should be noticed that we have been able to distinguiskr lusory

frorn, if you will, tff"o', means only- by assuming without.analysis

one of the elements ""tt"ury 
in making the distinctio.n' We have

defined lusory means as rneans which ate permitted without examin-

ing the nature of tf,ur permission' This omission will Ot 
]:l--1*td 

Ut

rectly by taking ,p- tnJ l'estion of rules' But we may provisionally

acknowledg. th. follo*i"g atn'lnio^: lusory means' means permitted

in seeking Pre-lusory goals'

B.ules

As with goals and means, two kinds of rule figure in games' one

kind associated with-preJ"*oty goals' the other with lusorY goals' The

rules of a game are, in effect' proscriptions of certain means useful

in achieving p,t-f""'f goals' Ti"s' itls useful but proscribed to trip

a competitor in a ioo'iutt' This kind of rule may be called consti-

tutive of the game, since such rules together with specification of the

pre-lusory goal set out all the conditions which must be met in playing

the game (though not, of course) in playing the game skillfully)' Let

us call such rules constitutiue rules' The other kind of rule operates'

i

i

I
?
"i

t
t
il
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so to spc;rk, within thc zr.rca circulrrscrilrt:cl lry r:orrstitrrtivt: nrlcs, and
this kind of rule may be called a rule of skill. lixurnplcs arc thc fa-
miliar injunctions to keep your eye on the ball, to rclrain from tnlmp-
ing your partner's ace, and the like. To break a rule of skill is usually
to fail, at least to that extent, to play the game well, but to break a

constitutive rule is to fail to play the game at all. (There is a third
kind of rule in games which appears to be unlike either of these. This
is the kind of rule for which there is a fixed penalty, such that violating
the rule is neither to fail to play the game nor [necessarily] to fail
to play the game well, since it is sometimes tactically correct to incur
such a penalty [e.g., in hockey] for the sake of the advantage gained.
But these rules and the lusory consequences of their violation are estab-

lished by the constitutive rules, and are simply extensions of them.)

Having made the distinction between constitutive rules and rules

of skill, I propose to ignore the latter, since my purpose is to define
not well-played games, but games. It is, then, what I have called
constitutive rules which determine the kind and range of means which
will be permitted in seeking to achieve the pre-lusory goal.

What is the nature of the restrictions which constitutive rules impose

on the means for reaching a pre-lusory goal? The effect of constitutive
rules is to place obstacles in the path leading to a pre-lusory goal. I
invite the reader to think of any game at random. Now identify the
pre-lusory goal, being careful to remember that the pre-lusory goal is

simply any specific achievable state of affairs. I think you will agree

that the simplest, easiest, and most direct approach to achieving such

a goal is always ruled out in favour of a more complex, more difEcult,
and more indirect approach. Thus it is not uncornmon for players of
a new and difiicult game to agree among themselves to ease up on the
rules, that is, to allow themselves a greater degree of latitude than the
official rules permit. This means removing some of the obstacles or,
in terms of means, permitting certain means which the rules do not
really permit. But if no means whatever are ruled out, then the game

ceases to exist. Thus, we rnay think of the gamewright, when he in-
vents games, as attempting to draw a line between permitted and
prohibited means to a given end. If he draws this line too loosely

there is danger of the game becoming too easy, and if he draws it
with utter laxity the game simply falls apart. On the other hand, he

'l')rc ()rttttlogi,:al ,status ol Sltttrt 5r3

lrust n6t clrzr.w thc linc too tight or, instead of falling apart, the game

rvill bc squeczed out of existence. For example, imagine a €Jame where

ihc pre-lusory goal is to cross a finish line, with an attendant rule that

the player must not leave the track in his attempt to do so. Then

i*u.qirre that there is a second rule which requires that the finish line

be located some distance from the track.

we may d.efine constitutive rules as rules which prohibit use of the

most efficient means for reaching a pre-lusory goal.

Lusory Attitude

The attitude of the game-player must be an element in game-

playing because there has to be an explanation of that curious state

of uffui., wherein one adopts rules which require him to employ

worse rather than better means for reaching an end. Normally the

acceptance of prohibitory rules is justified on the grounds that the

means ruled out, although they are more efficient than the permitted

means, have further undesirable consequences from the viewpoint

of the agent involved. Thus, although the use of nuclear weapons is

more efificient than is the use of conventional weapons in winning

battles, the view still happily persists among nations that the additional

consequences of nuclear assault are sufficient to rule it out. This hind

of tfring, of course, happens all the time, from the realm of interna-

tional strategy to t]1e common events of everyday life; thus one de-

cisive way to remove a toothache is to cut your head off, but most

people find good reason to rule out such highly efficient means. Rut

i., gu-.r, although more efficient means are-and rnust be-ruled out,

the reason for doing so is quite different from the leasons for avoiding

nuclear weaponry and self-decapitation. Foot racers do not refrain

from cutting across the infield because the infield holds dangers for

them, as would be the case if, for example, infields were frequently

sown with land mines. Cutting across the infield is shunned solely

because there is a rule against it. But in ordinary life this is usually-
and rightly-regarded as the worst possible kind of justification one

could give for avoiding a course of action. The justification for a

prohibited course of action that there is simply a rule against it may

te called the bureaucratic justification; that is, no justification at all.

But aside from bureaucratic practice, in anything but a game the
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griltuitous introduction of unncccssary ol)stix:lcs to llu: ru)hicvclrrcnt
of an end is regarded as a decidedly irrational thing to do, whcrcas
in games it appears to be an absolutely essential thing to do. T'hi3 fact
about games has led some observers to conclude that there is something
inherently absurd about games, or that games must involve a funda-
mental paradox. (1). This kind of view seems to me to be mistaken.
(2 ) . The mistake consists in applying the same standard to games that
is applied to means-end activities which are not games. If playing a
game is regarded as not essentially different from goine to the office or
writing a cheque, then there is certainly something absurd, or
paradoxical, or simply stupid about game-playing.

But games are, I believe, essentially different from the ordinary
activities of life, as perhaps the following exchange between Smith
and Jones will illustrate. Smith knows nothing of games, but he does
know that he wants to travel from A to C, and he also knows that
making the trip by way of B is the most efficient means for getting
to his destination. He is then told authoritatively that he rnay not go
by way of B. "Why not," he asks, "are there dragons at B?" "No,"
is the reply. "B is perfectly safe in every respect. It is just that there
is a rule against going to B if you are on your way to C." ,'Very

well," grumbles Smith, "if you insist. But if I have to go from A to C
very often I shall certainly try very hard to get that rule revoked."
True to his word, Smith approaches Jones, who is also setting out for
C frorn A. He asks Jones to sign a petition requesting the revocation
of the rule which forbids travellers from A to C to go through B.

Jones replies that he is very much opposed to revohing the rule, which
very much puzzles Smith.

Smith. But if you want to get to C, why on earth do you support a
rule which prevents your taking the fastest and most convenient
route?

Jones. Ah, but you see I have no particular interest in being at C.
That is not my goal, except in a subordinate way. My over-
riding goal is more complex. It is "to get from A to C without
going through 8." And I can't very well achieve tfrat goal if
I go through B, can I?

Smith. But why do you want to do that?

Jones. f want to do it before Robinson does, you see?

.f ont:s.

Srn ith.

.f oncs.

Srnith.

.lotrcs.
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Srrritlr. No, I don't. 't'hat explains nothing. Why should Robinson,

whocvcr hc may be, want to do it? I presume you will tell me

that hc, like you, has only a subordinate interest in being at C
at all.

That is so.

Well, if neither of you wants, really, to be at C, then what

possible difference can it make which of you gets there first?

And why, for God's sake, should you avoid B?

.f oncs. Let me ask you a question. Why do you want to get to C?

Srrrith. Because there is a good concert there, and I want to hear

it.
whv?
Because I like concerts, of course. Isn't that a good reason?

It's one of the best there is. And I like, among other things,

trying to get from A to C without going through B before

Robinson does.

Srnith. Well, 1 don't. So why should they tell me I can't go through

B?
-[ones. Oh, I see. They must have thought you were in the race.

Srnith. The what?

. I believe that we are now in a position to define lusory attitude I

the knowing acceptance of constitutive rules just so the activity made

possible by such acceptance can occur.

Sumrnary
The elements may now be assembled into the following definition.

To play a game is to attempt to achieve a specific state of aff.airs (pre-

lusory goal), using only means permitted by rules (lusory means),

where the mles prohibit use of more efficient in favor of less efficient

means (constitutiue rules), and where such rrles are accepted just

because they make possible such activity (lusory attitude). I also

offer the following only approximately accurate, but more pithy,

version of the above definition: Playing a game is the voluntary at-

tempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles.

GAMES AND SPORT

As I indicated at the outset, I believe that sports are essentially
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games. what I mean by this is that thc cliffcrcrr<:r: Irctwt:cn sp.rts
and other games is much smaller than the diffcrcnce bctwccn hurnans
and other vertebrates. That is to say, sport is not a species within
tJre genus game. The distinguishing characteristics of sport are more
peripheral, more arbitrary, and more contingent than are the dif-
ferences required to define a species.

I would like to submit for consideration four requirements which,
if they are met by any given game, are sufficient to denominate that
game a sport. They are: (1) that the game be a game of skill, (2)
that the skill be physical, (3) that the game have a wide foilowing,
and (4) that the following achieve a certain level of stability. If I can
persuade you that these features or something very rnuch iike them are
at least the kind of differentiating marks we are seeking, I will be satis-
fied. I have no theory to support the list, except the theory that the
features are more or less arbitrary, since they are simpry facts about
sport. Finally, I have little to say about them aside frorn presenting
them, except as regards the question of skill, which I am interested in
taking up on its own account.

Skill in Games

One may agree with my account of what it is to play a game and
still find unanswered the rather pressing question why anyone would
want to do such a thing (aside from professionals who do so for
money and prestige). Smith was no doubt puzzled about this ques-
tion even after Jones' explanation. Let me propose the fonowing
general answer. People play games so that they can realize in them-
selves capacities not realizable (or not readily so) in the pursuit of
their ordinary activities. For example, some people enjoy running
competitively, but the opportunities for this are severely lirnited in
ordinary life. one can run for a bus, but even this small range of
operations is further limited by the factthat one does not always have
the good fortune to arrive tardily at a bus stop. one can, of course, in-
tentionally allow less than enough time for getting punctually to the
point of departure, in the hope that a race with the time table will
then be necessary. But such a move is precisely to create a game where
there was no game before, by virtue of the constitutive rule requiring
you to leave your home or office late. some kinds of game-such
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;rs r';tt irrs glrnlcs .-hiLvc this rathcr obvicns aifinity with a<:tions p('r-

lorurcrl :L:iirlc frorn gitmcs. But most games do not ltavc suclt a clt:ltr
r.rrrrtr:rpllrt in ordinary life. Ball games which arc at all cl:tlxrrate

lr;rvr::rffinities with ordinary life only piecemeal; in lifc, too, onc

llrlows and runs and strikes objects, but there is nothing in lifc which
rrrrrr:h rcscmblcs baseball or football or golf in toto. Board gilmcs pro-
r irlc similar cxamples of the hiatus between games taken as wholcs
;rrrrl the kinds of structured activities which characterizc thc rcst of

lifr:. 'l'hus, with the invention of games far removed from the prrrsuits

ol ordinary life, quite new capacities emerge, and hitherto ttnknowtt
sl,ills arc deveioped. A good golf swing is simply useless in any othr:r
Irrnnan pursuit. And despite the literary mythology which frcqtrcntly
tprcsents superior military and political strategists as bcing (it is

rrlnrost presumed to go without saying) master chess pla,ycrs as wt:ll,

tlrcrc is as much similarity between those two skills as thcrc is Jltttwr:t'tt

tlrc skills of golf and wood chopping. Furely topological prolrlt'rrts :tt'r'

irrst vastly different from political and military problems. So pcopk'

pl:ry games not only becattse ordinary life does not providc cttotttllt
.pportunities for doing such and such, but also (and ntorc itttt'rtsl-
irruly) because ordinary life does not provide any opportunitics :rt rrll
lor doing such and such.

Games are new things to do, and they are new things to do Jrcr:rtrtsc

llrcy require the overcoming of (by ordinary standards) unnecc.tsilry

obstacles, and in ordinary life an unnecessary obstacle is simply :r

r'<lntradiction in terms.

Although I believe, as I have said, that people play games in ortlt:r
to realize capacities not otherwise realizable (or not readily realizablc),
:rnd although in most games these capacities are, or intimately in-
volve, specific skills, there are certain activities called games whiclr
tlmost conform to my definition but which do not involve skill. T

rnean games of chance; that is, games of. trture chance. Draw pokcr
is not such a game, nor, perhaps, is standard roulette (perhaps a clc-

batable point), but show-down is, and so is Russian roulette. Thcsc
garnes do not not involve the capacity to exercise a specific skill bc-
cause no skill is required to play them. Instead of skills, what is put
into operation by such games is, f suggest, hope and fear. Bored

people are deficient in these feelings, it seems safe to say, since if they
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were not thcy would not bc borcd. Ilut hopc ancl lcar can l)c arti-
ficially induced by games of pure chance. (Thcy zrlso :rppear in qamcs
of skill, to be sure, but people to whom games of chance especially
appeal are too bored to learn new skills.) What games of chance
provide for their players may be described in almost the same words
that Jan Narveson has used to describe paranoia: a false sense of
insecurity. However, for games of chance the word false should be
replaced by the word inuented, for there is nothing false about the
capacities which games bring forth, just something new.

A1l sports appear to be games of skill rather than games of chance.
I suggest that the reason for this is that a major requirement in sports,
for participants and spectators alike, is that what the participants do
must be admirable in some respect. The exercise of virtually any
skill-even the skills involved in goldfish swallowing or flag pole
sitting-will elicit same degree of admiration. But the spectacle
of a person sweating in hope and fear as the chamber slowly turns
in the revolver evolies not admiration but morbid fascination or
clinical interest.

Fhysical Strrill

It is not difficult to draw a line between games which require
physical skill and games which do not. It is not necessary first to de-
cide very grave metaphysical issues, such as the relation between mind
and body. It is a plain fact that how chess pieces are moved has
nothing whatever to do with manual dexterity or any other bodily
skill. One can play chess, bridge, and any number of other games
solely by issuing verbal commands, as is the case when chess is played
by mail. "Physical games" designates a quite definite class of objects,
and the term "sport" is confined to this class (though it is not neces-
sarily coterminous with it). The issue is thus wholly terrninological;
that is, the question "Why do sports have to involve physical skills?,,
is not a well formulated question. The question should be, ,,What

kind of skill do we find in the class of activities we call sport?,, And
the answer is "Physical skill." Thus, chess and bridge appear to have
all the features requisite for somethine to qualify as a sport, except
that they are not games of physical skill. They do involve skill, and
of a high orderl they have a wide following and their popularity is
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,,1 :,rrllir i<'rrtly lonq strurdirrg so that cach of thcrn may bc ch;rractcrizcrl
,r:;;rrr irrstitrrtioD rathcr than a mere craze. Each can boast intcrna-
lr.rrirl t()uuriuncnts, a body of experts, teachers, coaches-all thc
.rll.rrtl:rrrt rolcs and institutions characteristic of the most wcll-cstab-
lr';lr<'rl sP,rts. It is just that physical skill is not involved. (The chcss
rrrrlr:lr bctwccn Boris spassky and r3obby Fischer took place after
tlrr' lrrcparation of this manuscript. Since accounts of the match
.,1,1rr':rrcrl regularly in the sports pages of the press I am happy, con-
'r'rtcrrtly with my view of the fairly arbitrary distinction between
'.1r,rlt tnd other games, to retract, or at least substantially to qualify,
rrrr obscrvations here about the relation of physical sl<ills to sport.)

A Wide f,following
I have prefected the following game originally created by Kierke-

rirr;rlcl. A high ranking official of rny university has the constitutional
1,,',rrliarity that when angry his anger is manifested solely by the
.rlll)carance of a bead of perspiration at the centre of his forehead
rvlrit:h then rolls slowly down his nose, clings for an instant to its tip,
:rrr<l finally falls. If the official's ire continues or recurs, the same
:it('[)s are repeated. Whenever I have a conference with him I adopt
:rs :r prc-lusory goal that state of affairs wherein three separate beads
.l' Perspiration shall have progressed through their appointed stages
irrside of fifteen minutes. And I adopt the constitutive rule that I will
*:[rain from employing as a means to this goal either threats of

'i.lcnce against the person of the ofifrcial or aspersions on his personal
:rnd professional reputation. Atthough this is, I flatter myself, a
Jrretty good game, I readily admit that it is not a sport. It is too
Private and too personal to qualify for that status. rmagine my being
:Lsl<ed by a colleague in the Faculty of Physical Education what
sports I participate in, and my responding that I am very keen on
Sweat-Bead.

still, though Sweat-Bead is not now a sport, it could conceivabry
bccome one. If there were a great many people who shared the
r:onstitutional peculiarity of my official, and if there were a great many
people equipped with the kind of sadism to which this game appeals,
and if the rules were clearly laid out and published, and if there were
to grow up a body of experts whose concern it was to improve the
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game and its players, then Sweat-Bead would bccome a sport. But
short of these much to be hoped for developments I must accept the
reality that it is simply a highly idiosyncratic game.

Stability
That a game is one of physical skill and that it is very popular is

not quite enough to qualify it as a sport. Hula-Hoop, in its hey-day,
met these requirements but it would be proper to call Hula-Hoop
a craze rather than a sport. The popular following which attends
sports must have a stability which is more than mere persistence
through time. Even if Hula-Hoop had lasted for fifty years it would
still be a craze, only a very tiresome craze.

What is required in addition to longevity is the birth and flowering
of a number of attendant roles and institutions which serve a number
of functions ancillary to a sufficiently popular game of physical skill.
The most important of these functions appear to be the following:
teaching and training, coaching, research and development (Can
the sport be improved by making such and such changes?), criticism
(sports pundits) , and archivism (the compilation and preservation
of individual performances and their statistical treatrnent). Not all
sports, of course, require all of these ancillary functions in order to be
accepted as sports, but at least some of them will be associated to
some degree with every game worthy to be called a sport.

SPORT AND SERIOUSNESS

The conventional wisdom about fun and games which, with brief
and infrequent counter-tendencies, has prevailed from classical an-
tiquity to the very recent past is well expressed by the following obser-
vation of Aristotle: ". . . to exert oneself and work for the sake of play-
ing seems silly and utterly childish. But to play in order that one may
exert oneself seems right." Play, games, and sport are seen, on this
view, as subordinate to other ends, so that they may be taken seriously
only if the ends to which they are subordinate are taken seriously.
Thus, sports are regarded as serious insofar as they promote, for
example, health, which is accepted as a serious matter; but sport un-
justified by some such serious purpose is just frivolity. In a "work"
ethic, work is the serious pursuit which gives play (and indeed health)
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rvlr:rt <lt:riv:rtivc scriousncss it possesses. But in:r lcisurc cthic, of the
kirrtl which nruch of the world appears now to be assuming, thcs<:
,,ltl prioritics are rapidly changing. For a person in whom thc pro-
t.strrrt cthic is quite firmly established it is difficult, if not impossible,
lr :rsli lhc question, "To what further interests is work irself sub-
r,r'rlirrrtc?" and in times and societies where human and matcrial rc-
'r()ur'ccfi;rre exceedingly scarce it is perhaps as well for the survival of
tlrr'Iruman race that such questions are not asked. For under condi-
ti,rrs where unremitting labor is necessary for the bare preservation
,,[ Iift:, the answer to t},e question "What are we working for?', is
".f rrst to live." And since the life whose preservation requires con-
tirrrrous toil is just that toil itself, ihe toiler might well wonder whether
tlrr: game is worth the candle.

llut in a leisure ethic we have not only the leisure to ask why wc
:rrc working, but the fact of leisure itself provides us with irn iuriw(:r
wlrir;h is not too bleak to bear. The industrial unionist of toclay wlr,
rrr;rl<cs a contract demand for shorter working hours is not pr<lnrptc<l
t. tlo this by Aristotelian considerations. He does not want rrr.rc
tirrrc for fishing, bowling, the ball park, or television so that, rcnt:wc<l
;rntl refreshed, he can increase his output on the assembly linc on
l\,londay. (In any case, that output will also be fixed by the ncw
r.ntract, and cannot be increased.) The attitude of the contemporary
w.rker about work may be expressed as the exact inversion of Ari-
strtle's dictum: "To play so that one may work seems silly and utterly
r hildish; but to work in order that one may play seems right.,,

I do not think it is too great an overstatement to say that whereas
for the Puritan it was work which gave play (as, e.g., exercise) what
rl<:rivative seriousness it was accorded, it is now play-or at least
k:isure activities- which gives work a derivative seriousness. Anothcr
w:ry to put tlis is to acknowledge that work is good because it providcs
rrs with leisure as well as the means to enjoy leisure. Work is good
t hicfly because it is good for something much better. The things for
which it is finally good are good in themselves. They are intrinsi<;
[oods. This is not, as a general view, at all novel. It, too, goes back to
Aristotle. The only difference in Aristotle's view (and in the view
of many others who are in this respect like him) is that for him just
rr. very few things count as intrinsically good, things like r.irtue and
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metaphysics. Partisans of this kind havc typicrtlly rnrttutgt:tl to st:t a

kind of monopoly on the notion of intrinsic good and hirvc tricd, with

some success, to persuade the rest of us that only such and such

pursuits were worthy of the name. Sometimes it has been holiness,

sometimes art, sometimes science, sometimes love. But it seems

perfectly clear that any number of things can be intrinsic goods to

someone, depending upon his interests, abilities, and other resources,

from philately to philosophy (including work itself, if you happen

to be Paul Goodman). This view has quite wide, even if tacit, ac-

ceptance, I believe, outside of churches and universities.

The new ethic, then, is not only one of greatly increased leisure, it
is also one of pluralism with respect to the goods we are permitted

to seek in the new time available. It has been some time since our

sabbaths were confined to theological self-improvement with the aicl

of the family bible, of course, but recent changes in our views of

leisure activity are just as striking as was our emergence from puritan-

ism. Thus, the view no longer prevails (as it did in the quite recent

past) that although leisure was a good thing it was wasted if one

did not devote most of it to the pursuit of Culture with a capital C.

Today people with the most impeccable cultural credentials may

without impropriety savour jazz (,even rock) and motor racing.

Although we recognize a class of things which are serious just

because they are intrinsically worthwhile, there seems some reason to

believe that sports (and games in general) cannot be among these

things. It is as though there were something built into the very struc-

ture of games which rendered them non-serious. This view is con-

veyed by the expression, "Of course, such and such is just a game,"

as though there were something inherently trifling about garnes. And

by the same token, if we find that someone takes a sport or some

other game with extraordinary seriousness, we are inclined to say that

the pursuit in question has ceased to be a game for him'

This view, though incorrect, may be made quite plausible, I be-

lieve, by the following example. Consider The Case of the Dedicatecl

Driver. Mario Stewart (the dedicated driver in question) is a

favoured entrant in the motor car race of the centurv at Malaise. And
in the Malaise race there is a rule which forbids a vehicle to leave

tfre track on pain of disqualification. At a dramatic point in the race
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,r ,lriltl t r';rwls orrt rrlr<ln thc trar:k clirc<:tly in thc path o[ Mario's c:rr.
'l'lrr',rrrly way to lLvoid running ovcr thc child is to lcave the tr;rck an<l

'.rrllcr' <lisrlrurlilication. Mario runs over the child and completes the
l.t( ('.

( )rrt: is inclined to say that for Mario motor racing is not a sport
.rt :rll (irnd ccrtainly not a game!), but a kind of madness. Games

{:rrrrl sports) require a limitation on the means their players may em-
ploy, lxrt Mario is obviously the kind of driver who would do any-
tlrirrl to win the race. By his insane refusal to stay within proper
lirrrils hc is no longer playing a game at all. He has destroyed the
!,,il 11C.

I srrbmit, however, that we now know what it takes to destroy a
,'.rrrrt:, and that the behaviour of Mario is not what it takes. If Mario
lr;rrl r:ut across the infield in his efforts to get ahead of the other

,,llivt:rs, or if he had earlier violated a rule governing engine capacity
irr thc construction of his vehicle, then his behavior would cease to
lrc qame-playing, for he would have broken a constitutive rule. It is

tlrrrs true to say that there is a limitation imposed in games which is
rrot imposed in other activities, and it is also true that the limitation
lr;rs 1o do with the means one can legitimately employ. Ifence the
pl:nrsibility of concluding that Mario was not playing a game, since

tlrr:rc appeared to be absolutely no means he would not adopt. But
it will be recalled that we earlier discovered that more than one kind
,,1 soal is associated with games, and more than one kind of means.
'l'lrc plausibility of the claim that racing for Mario had ceased to be
:r. same rests on a confusion between two of these goals. It is perfectly
correct to say that not any means whatever may be used to achieve
;t pre-hrsory goal, but this limitation in no way entails a quite dif-
ft:rcnt kind of limitation, namely, a limitation on the means f.or playing
tlrc game (i.e., attempting to achieve what I earlier called the lusory
goal of life.)

The point of the story, of course, is not that Mario did a terrible
thing, but that it is possible to make a game or a sport the over-riding
ooncern of one's life without falling into some kind of paradox. That
cxtreme dedication to a pursuit should somehow destroy the pursuit
would be the real paradox. But that a person will do anything to
continue playing a game does not destroy the game, even though it
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may dcstroy thc pcrs<-rn. so saying t<i Mrtrio th;rt rnotor r;rr:irrs is jrrst
a game is very much like saying to the Popc that catholicisrn is just
religion, to Beethoven that the quartets are just music, or to Muiham-
mad Ali that boxing is just a sport.

I therefore conclude that sports are precisely like the other interests
which occur prominently as leisure activities. They are a type of in-
trinsic good which, along with many others, make up tl,e class of
goals to which we ascribe that primary seriousness which provides such
things as factories, armies, and governments with the derivative
seriousness to which they are entitled.

Author's Note- The section of the paper titled, The Elements of Game is a
restatement of the substance of the thesis advanced in "what Is a Game?,,' How-
ever, the language used here is diferent from the language of that version, and
the definition of game-playing that I propose has been somewhat altered. The
strategies of the two versions also differ. In "what rs a Game?" I attempted to
produce an adequate definition by successively modifying a series of pioposed
definitions. llere, assuming the adequacy of that definition, I explain urd illr.-
trate the elements of game-playing which the definition designates. I should
also note that some of the examples used in the present paper were originally
used in "What Is a Game?"
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OIITOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES :

SPORT AS PLAY
Scor"r Kru,rcrruen

It is often thought that play and sport are highly, if not totally, in-
compatible. The competitive projects of sport stand at odds with the
freedom, spontaneity and lack of seriousness thought to be character-
istic of play. The extreme goal orientation of sport, including the
drive to win, the quest for honor and the thirst for excellence, seems
to beg a work, not a play, orientation. It is more corect to say, so
the argument runs, that one uorks sport, not plays sport.

In this paper an opposing viewpoint is presented. It is maintained
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tlr.rt tlrt: <:onrpr:l,itivt: fullncss of sport and the play gesture are, in a
,nr)r.it flul(llurrr:rrtul scnse, wholly compatible but not coextensive. One
i,rt ltltry sport without compromising elements essential to this hrghly
1 
x,lrr lizt:tl irctivity.

'l'lrr: st:rrting point of this analysis is the identification of a given
, slr.r'ir:ncc which has been lived in its fundamental aspects repeatedly.
'I'lris phcnomenon, including the two aspects of playing and that
rrlrich is played (sport), is taken as the datum for subsequent scrutiny.
'Ilrrrs, the question suggested by the title- ontological Possibilities:
,\'l,tt'rl. as Play'_-is not one of sport as play or as something-other-than-

1,1;ry, but a question of the nature of sport as one mode of play. An
,rtl('nrpt is made to reduce the play and agonistic elements to funda-
rrr.rrtirl levels and reveal their relationship. The only "conclusions"
rlr:rwn are descriptions of sport as play, namely----opposition as play
.rrrtl physically strategic opposition as play.

Some may wish to argue that taking a starting point with a given

;rlrt:nomenon is unwarranted. Each time that one steps onto a ball
,li:rrnond, so the critique might run, he experiences many different
Jrlrr:nomena. Sometimes he's happy, sometimes sad, sometimes highly
, ornpetitive and sometimes noncompetitive. How can a given phe-
n()rnenon be taken as sport in the play realm? But the phenomenon
irlcntified is a reality whether or not persons encounter it frequently
,,r infrequently in certain social settings. one can identify a distinctive
, osnition and can be ". . . aware of the object as being the same as

tlrat which (he ) may expect to be aware of in a future experience,
:rs the same as that which, generally speaking, (he) may be aware
of in an indefinite number of presentative acts." (10:p.119). Thus,
tlrc lack of concern for establishing the identity of sport as play on
l majority report of lived experience in a given social setting indicates
that the reality of the phenomenon to be described does not depend
rrpon social observation. Agreement is found with Willard who
stated that ". . . cognizance is just as cold and hard a fact, is just
as much a phase of reality, as is the growth of a tree, the chemical
t:omposition of water, or the motion of a planet." (22:p.523).

But it could be argued at this point that if one identifies a phe-
nomenon for analysis, tJre very identification thereof presupposes a
knowledge of tllat datum. Any subsequent analysis would be nothing


